Interior Finish Options

FIBREGLASS CLAD ENERGY SAVING WINDOWS - INTERIOR WOOD
OPTIONS
Wood-Ultrex windows feature solid-wood, pine interiors in a bare wood finish that is ready for
painting or staining or a factory-applied semi-gloss white paint.

Bare Wood (pine)

Pine (Prefinished)

* Wood is a product of nature and will vary in color, texture and grain. The wood options
shown are to demonstrate the approximate look only.

Get incredible value from our fibreglass clad energy saving windows while still enjoying the
same style and quality of traditional wood windows, Please visit Marvin Architectural to see
interior color samples.

Exterior Finish Options

FIBREGLASS CLAD ENERGY SAVING WINDOWS - COLOR OPTIONS
The Ultrex patented finish process is three times thicker than competitive finishes to resist
scratching and maaring. It also provides five times the UV resistance to protect against
fading, chalking, streaking and cracking.

Stone White

Pebble Grey

Cashmere

Bronze

Evergreen

Ebony

* Exterior finish samples are approximate. Please visit Marvin Architectural to see actual color
samples.

ULTREX FIBERGLASS
Our high-performance, energy saving windows with proprietary Ultrex fiberglass delivers the
strength and rigidity that outlasts and outperforms UPVC and aluminium. Plus, our patented
finishing process yields a finish that is three times thicker than competitors that looks great for
the life of the window.
 Durable low-maintenance pultruded fiberglass
 8x stronger than UPVC
 9x less expansion and contraction than UPVC
 Non-conductive and non-corrosive
 Patented finishing process resists fading and cracking

EXTERIOR TRIM
Marvin Exterior Trim Solutions are now offered on all rectangular Wood-Ultrex and All Ultrex
products. Which means the same durability, performance and look you get in your Marvin
windows and doors can be extended to your trim. Create a new dynamic look knowing your
corners and colors will stay true and enhance your project's finished appearance with
MArvin's energy saving windows.

Brick Mould Casing

Flat Casing

Sill Casing

